Experience Pentecost with all senses
Green Pearls shows you the places to be

Silence in the Allgau

Have you ever traded your cellphone for mountain cheese during a vacation? No? Then it is time for four days „Silence“ in the Hubertus Alpin Lodge & Spa in Balderschwang. Here, on 1044 meters in the Allgau, a cheerful host team encourages the guests very consciously to „Silence“: sparkling sun beams and dancing dew drops instead of electro smog and constant availability is the name of the game.

When the cellphone is confiscated for four days, and swapped for mountain cheese respectively, an indulging program with yoga, tai chi, hikes, late-riser’s breakfast and reading await the stressed visitors. Also, a postcard service is included, so that the loved ones at home do not have to go without greetings from on the go.
Schwerin experience potpourri by bike and train

A fairytale castle, evening lantern tours with the night guard, the Indian festival of colors and art exhibitions for every taste - the city Schwerin offers a colorful experience potpourri for Pentecost excursionists.

Hotel Speicher am Ziegelsee, a landmarked granary that used to provide the whole city with bread, encourages its guests to abandon the car. Those, who arrive by train, receive special conditions for tickets. Then, Schwerin is discovered comfortably by bike: in the Pentecost offer starting at 209.- Euro per person, three nights in a double room, a 3-course gourmet menu, a boat tour to the castle and a city tour by rental bikes are all included.

Rooftop garden with a view onto the cathedral in Milan
In May, Milan enchants conscious travelers with its mild temperatures and green parks, such as the idyllic Parco Sempione or the family-friendly green at the Museum of Modern Art. From both airports, trains and metros go into the city center, bikers discover Milan emission-free with the modern rental two-wheelers from BikeMi.

**Hotel Milano Scala** is located in the heart of the district Brera, all popular attractions can be reached by foot from here. From the hotel’s own rooftop terrace, the view wanders over the cathedral plaza, as well as over salads, fruit, vegetables and herbs. The cooks of the hotel restaurant „La Traviata“ love to grow a few of their organic ingredients for their healthy dishes themselves.

---

**Patch boxes in Bambi’s Patch in Freiburg**
In the urban community garden „Bambi’s Patch“, on the lawn in front of the city theatre in Freiburg, vacationers can pull up weeds with joy on Pentecost Saturday starting at 11 a.m: the blooming gorgeousness in the patch boxes recycled from old theatre elements, are supposed to ring in summer after the commitment of the helpers. The project arose through the initiative „Transition Town Freiburg“, a merging of green pioneers, who support a more ecological and social sustainable lifestyle and also run a repair café next to the 15 urban gardens.

A fitting accommodation is offered by the inclusion hotel Green City Hotel Vauban, with climbing plants covering the facade, which employs ten people with disabilities and focuses on innovative energy saving measures.

The German Green Pearls GmbH with place of business in Darmstadt, Germany unifies
international tourism companies that support environmental protection and demonstrate social commitment. Thereby, Green Pearls is the first holding company worldwide that consolidates sustainable hotels, a destination and restaurants in a global data source.

Among the criteria of admission to Green Pearls, are a sustainability plan on management level, sustainable architecture, comprehensive water, energy saving and waste recovery measures, the use of seasonal and regional ingredients in the kitchen, as well as a large commitment for the social balance in each of the vacation regions.
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